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Specialization map between stratified bundles and
pro-étale fundamental group
Elena Lavanda
Abstract
Given a projective family of semi-stable curves over a complete discrete val-
uation ring of characteristic p > 0 with algebraically closed residue field, we
construct a specialization functor between the category of continuous represen-
tations of the pro-étale fundamental group of the closed fibre and the category
of stratified bundles on the geometric generic fibre. By Tannakian duality, this
functor induces a morphism between the corresponding affine group schemes.
We show that this morphism is a lifting of the specialization map, constructed
by Grothendieck, between the étale fundamental groups.
Keywords: specialization map, stratified bundles, pro-étale fundamental group,
semi-stable curves, Tannakian categories.
Introduction
In [1], given a complete discrete valuation ring A of characteristic p > 0 with
fraction field K and residue field k, Mumford associated with a flat Schottky
group G ⊂ PGL2(K) a stable curve X over A with k-split degenerate closed
fibre X0 and non-singular generic fibre XK , such that G is the group of covering
transformations of the universal cover Y0 of X0. Moreover, he proved that every
such curve X can be constructed in this way for a unique flat Schottky group
G and that, if X has arithmetic genus g, G is a free group with g generators.
This setting was later used by Gieseker in [2] to prove that, for any prime
p > 0 and every integer g > 1, there exists a stable curve of arithmetic genus
g in characteristic p that admits a semi-stable bundle of rank two whose Frobe-
nius pull-back is not semi-stable. Given a stable curve X over A with k-split
degenerate closed fibre and non-singular generic fibre, he introduced the notion
of coherent sheaves with meromorphic descent data on the universal cover of
the completion X̂ of X along its closed fibre and he proved that the category
they form is equivalent to the category of coherent sheaves on the generic fi-
bre XK . Then he associated with each K-linear representation of the group G,
constructed by Mumford, a sheaf with meromorphic descent data, and hence,
via the equivalence of categories, a bundle on the generic fibre. Furthermore,
repeating the argument for all Frobenius twists of X , he associated with each
representation of G a stratified bundle on the geometric generic fibre. Finally,
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by cleverly choosing the representation, he was able to construct a semi-stable
bundle with the required properties.
In this article we generalize Gieseker’s construction of stratified bundles from
representations by removing the assumption on the degeneracy of the closed
fibre.
In the first section, we present an explicit computation of the pro-étale funda-
mental group of a projective normal crossing curve defined over an algebraically
closed field.
Theorem. (See Theorem. 1.17) Given X a connected projective normal cross-
ing curve defined over an algebraically closed field and ξ a geometric point of
X , let, for j = 1, . . . , N , Cj be the irreducible components of X , Cj their nor-
malization and ξj a fixed geometric point for every Cj , then
πproét1 (X, ξ) ≃ Z
⋆|I|−N+1 ⋆N π
ét
1 (C1, ξ1) ⋆N · · · ⋆N π
ét
1 (CN , ξN ),
where I is the set of singular points of X , Z⋆|I|−N+1 is the free product of
|I| −N + 1 copies of Z and ⋆N is the co-product of Noohi groups.
In particular, if X0 is a degenerate stable curve over an algebraically closed
field k of characteristic p > 0, we see that its pro-étale fundamental group is
isomorphic to the Schottky group defined by Mumford and hence we have a
more geometrical interpretation of the latter.
In the second section, given a topological group G, we illustrate the prop-
erties of its algebraic hull Gcts, which is defined as the affine group scheme
associated with the Tannakian category of continuous representations of G. In
particular, we give an explicit description of the algebraic hull of a pro-finite
group.
In the third section, given a complete DVR A of equicharacteristic p with
algebraically closed residue field, we set X to be a projective semi-stable curve
over Spec(A) with connected closed fibre X0 and smooth generic fibre XK . We
associate with a K-linear continuous representation ρ of the pro-étale funda-
mental group of the closed fibre a geometric covering Yρ of the completion X̂ of
X along its closed fibre. Moreover, we show that meromorphic descent data on
coherent sheaves over Yρ descend to coherent sheaves on XK .
In the fourth section, we extend this result to stratified bundles and this
leads us to the definition of a specialization functor.
Theorem. (See Theorem 4.16) Let X be a projective semi-stable curve over
Spec(A) with connected closed fibre and smooth generic fibre, then the descent
of stratified bundles with meromorphic descent data induces a tensor functor
spK : Rep
cts
K
(πproét1 (X0, ξ))→ Strat(XK),
which, by Tannakian duality, corresponds to a morphism of group schemes over
K
sp : πstrat(XK)→ (π
proét
1 (X0, ξ))
cts.
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We conclude by showing that this morphism of group schemes is a lifting
of the specialization map between the étale fundamental groups of XK and X0
constructed by Grothendieck in [3].
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1. Pro-étale fundamental group of semi-stable curves
In [4] the authors introduced the notion of tame infinite Galois categories
and proved that every such category is equivalent to the category of sets with
a continuous action of a Noohi group. This notion generalizes the concept of
Galois categories, introduced by Grothendieck in [3] and it is used to construct
the pro-étale fundamental group of a scheme. Before defining this group, we
recall the definition and basic properties of Noohi groups.
Definition 1.1. Let G be a topological group and FG : G-Sets → Sets be the
forgetful functor, we say that G is a Noohi group if the natural map G →
Aut(FG) is an isomorphism of topological groups, where Aut(FG) is topologized
by the compact-open topology on Aut(S) for all S ∈ Sets.
Definition 1.2. Given G a topological group, we define the Ra˘ıkov completion
of G, which is denoted by ĜR, as its completion with respect to its two-sided
uniformity (see [5]). We say that a topological group G is Ra˘ıkov complete
if the natural morphism σ : G → ĜR, constructed in [5, Thm. 3.6.10], is an
isomorphism.
Proposition 1.3 ([4], Prop. 7.1.5). Let G be a topological group with a basis of
open neighborhoods of 1 ∈ G given by open subgroups and FG : G-Sets→ Sets
the forgetful functor, then Aut(FG) is naturally isomorphic to ĜR. Hence, G is
a Noohi group if and only if it is Ra˘ıkov complete.
The pro-étale fundamental group of a scheme X , in analogy with the étale
fundamental group, is defined as the Noohi group associated with the category
of geometric coverings of X .
Definition 1.4. Given X a locally topologically Noetherian connected scheme,
we call geometric covering of X any étale X-scheme Y such the structure map
Y → X satisfies the valuative criterion of properness. We denote by CovX the
category of geometric coverings, where the maps are given by X-morphisms.
Theorem 1.5 ([4], Lemma 7.4.1). Let X be a locally topologically Noetherian
connected scheme, ξ a geometric point of X and set evξ to be the following
functor
evξ : CovX → Sets, evξ(π : Y → X) = π−1(ξ),
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then the group Aut(evξ), endowed with the compact-open topology, is a Noohi
group. Moreover, the functor evξ induces an equivalence of categories
evξ : CovX ≃ Aut(evξ)-Sets.
Definition 1.6. Given X a locally topologically Noetherian connected scheme
and ξ a geometric point of X , we define the pro-étale fundamental group of X ,
as in [4, Def. 7.4.2], to be the group
πproét1 (X, ξ) := Aut(evξ).
From the pro-étale fundamental group, we can retrieve both the enlarged
fundamental defined in [6] and the étale fundamental group.
Proposition 1.7 ([4], Lemma 7.4.3 and Lemma 7.4.6). Let X be a locally
topologically Noetherian connected scheme and ξ a geometric point of X , then
• the pro-discrete completion of πproét1 (X, ξ) is isomorphic to the enlarged
fundamental group πSGA31 (X, ξ),
• the pro-finite completion of πproét1 (X, ξ) is isomorphic to the étale funda-
mental group πét1 (X, ξ).
Proposition 1.8 ([4], Lemma 7.4.10). If X is geometrically unibranch, then
πproét1 (X, ξ) ≃ π
ét
1 (X, ξ).
Before computing the pro-étale fundamental group of normal crossing curve,
we state some basic definitions.
Definition 1.9. Let C be a scheme of dimension 1 of finite type over an al-
gebraically closed field F , then C is a semi-stable curve if it is reduced and
its singular points are ordinary double points. If F is any field and F is a
fixed algebraic closure of F , then a curve C over F is called semi-stable if
CF = C ×F Spec(F ) is a semi-stable curve over F .
Definition 1.10. Let C be a scheme of dimension 1 of finite type over an
algebraically closed field F , then we say that C is a normal crossing curve if its
associated reduced scheme Cred is a semi-stable curve. If F is any field and F is
a fixed algebraic closure of F , then a curve C over F is called normal crossing
if its base change CF is a normal crossing curve over F .
Definition 1.11. Given a scheme S, a semi-stable curve over S is a flat scheme
X over S, whose fibres are semi-stable curves.
The main idea behind the computation of the pro-étale fundamental group
of normal crossing curves is to generalize [3, Exp. IX Cor. 5.4] in terms of the
pro-étale fundamental group. Hence, we need an explicit construction of the
co-product of Noohi groups.
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Remark 1.12 ([4], Example 7.2.6). Given two Noohi groups G and H , we set
CG,H to be the category of triples (S, ρG, ρH) where S is a set and ρG, ρH are
continuous actions on S of G and H respectively. Let forg : CG,H → Sets be
the forgetful functor, then the group Aut(forg) is Noohi and it is, in fact, the
co-product of G and H in the category of Noohi groups. We will denote the
co-product of Noohi groups G and H by G ⋆N H := Aut(forg).
We give now an alternative description of the co-product in the category of
Noohi groups. In what follows, given two topological groupsG andH , we denote
by G ⋆ H the co-product in the category of topological groups, constructed in
[7].
Lemma 1.13. For two Noohi groups G and H with a basis of open neighbor-
hoods of 1 given by open subgroups, we set B to be the collection of open subsets
of G ⋆ H of the form
x1Γ1y1 ∩ · · · ∩ xnΓnyn,
with n ∈ N, xi, yi ∈ G⋆H and Γi ⊆ G⋆H open subgroups of G⋆H . If we restrict
the topology on G ⋆ H to the topology induced by B, we obtain a topological
group G ⋆B H with a basis of open neighborhoods of 1 ∈ G ⋆ H given by open
subgroups.
Proof. Given x, y ∈ G⋆H and Γ ⊂ G⋆H an open subgroup,let m be the group
operation, then (z1, z2) ∈ m−1(xΓy) implies that
yz−12 z
−1
1 x = (x
−1z1z2y
−1)−1 ∈ Γ.
Hence, the multiplication is continuous because we have, for every x, y and Γ,
(z1, z2) ∈ xΓyz
−1
2 × z
−1
1 xΓy ⊂ m
−1(xΓy).
Let i be the inverse morphism, then y−1Γx−1 ⊂ i−1(xΓy), for every x, y and
every Γ, thus G ⋆B H is a topological group.
To conclude, it suffices to show that every set xΓy ∈ B such that 1 ∈ xΓy
contains an open subgroup of G ⋆B H . The condition 1 ∈ xΓy implies that
x−1y−1 ∈ Γ. The set y−1Γy is, by definition, an open subgroup of G ⋆B H .
Moreover, we see that y−1Γy ⊂ xΓy because, given δ ∈ y−1Γy, we have, for
some γ ∈ Γ,
δ = y−1γy = x(x−1y−1)γy ∈ xΓy.
Corollary 1.14. Let G and H be two Noohi groups with a basis of open
neighborhoods of 1 given by open subgroups, then the co-product in the category
of Noohi groupsG⋆NH is isomorphic to the Ra˘ıkov completion of the topological
group G ⋆B H , defined above.
Proof. By Lemma 1.13, G ⋆B H has a basis of open neighbourhoods of 1 given
by open subgroups. Hence, by Proposition 1.3, it suffices to prove that the
categories G ⋆N H-Sets and G ⋆B H-Sets are equivalent.
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By the universal property of the co-product of topological groups, the cat-
egories G ⋆N H-Sets and G ⋆ H-Sets are equivalent. Furthermore, the identity
induces a continuous morphism G ⋆ H → G ⋆B H , which corresponds to a fully
faithful functor G ⋆B H-Sets → G ⋆ H-Sets. Let ρ be a continuous action of
G ⋆ H on a set S, then the map ρ : G ⋆ H → Aut(S) is continuous with respect
to the compact-open topology on Aut(S). Since a basis of open neighborhoods
of 1 ∈ Aut(S) is given by stabilizers of finite subsets of S, the inverse image
via ρ of any open neighborhood of 1 ∈ Aut(S) contains an open subgroup of
G ⋆ H . By construction, this implies that the map ρ is continuous also with
respect to the topology of G ⋆B H , hence the functor induced by the identity is
an equivalence of category.
Note that, by the universal property, the co-product of two discrete groups
in the category of topological groups is their abstract free product endowed
with the discrete topology and it coincides with the co-product in the category
of Noohi groups.
We proceed now with the computation of the pro-étale fundamental group
of a normal crossing curve.
Lemma 1.15. Let X be a locally Noetherian connected scheme, Xred its asso-
ciated reduced subscheme and ξ a geometric point of X , then
πproét1 (Xred, ξ) ≃ π
proét
1 (X, ξ).
Proof. By [8, Thm. 18.1.2] the category of schemes that are étale over X is
equivalent to the category of schemes that are étale over Xred. Thus, it suf-
fices to prove that an étale scheme Y over X satisfies the valuative criterion of
properness if and only if Y ×X Xred = Yred does.
Let R be any discrete valuation with fraction field F , then any morphism
Spec(F ) → Y factors through Yred and similarly any morphism Spec(R) → X
factors through Xred. Hence, it is clear that, for any diagram of the form
Spec(F ) −−−−→ Yy y
Spec(R) −−−−→ X ,
there exists a unique map Spec(A) → Y that makes the diagram commutative
if and only if there exist a unique map Spec(A)→ Yred that makes the diagram
between the associated reduced schemes commutative.
Proposition 1.16. Let g : X ′ → X be a proper surjective morphism of finite
presentation, then g is a morphism of effective descent for geometric coverings.
Proof. By [9, Thm. 5.19] and [9, Thm. 5.4], g is a morphism of effective descent
for étale separated schemes. Since geometric coverings are étale and satisfy
the valuative criterion of properness, they are, in particular, separated étale
morphisms. Let Y ′ be a geometric covering of X ′ with descent data relative
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to g, then Y ′ descends to a separated étale X-scheme Y . Moreover, since g is
proper, Y ′ satisfies the valuative criterion of properness if and only if Y does.
Hence, g is a morphism of effective descent for geometric coverings.
Proposition 1.17. Let X be a projective connected normal crossing curve over
an algebraically closed field F and ξ a geometric point of X . For j = 1, . . .N ,
let Cj be the irreducible components of X , Cj their normalizations and ξj a
fixed geometric point for every Cj , then
πproét1 (X, ξ) ≃ Z
⋆|I|−N+1 ⋆N π
ét
1 (C1, ξ1) ⋆N · · · ⋆N π
ét
1 (CN , ξN ),
where I is the set of singular points of X and Z⋆|I|−N+1 is the free product of
|I| −N + 1 copies of Z.
Proof. By Lemma 1.15, we can assume that X is a projective connected semi-
stable curve. Hence, by Proposition 1.16, the normalization is a morphism of
effective descent for geometric coverings. We prove the statement by induction
on N , the number of irreducible components of X .
If X is irreducible, the normalization X is connected. In this simple setting
the descent data of geometric coverings of X with respect to the normalization
can be described explicitly. We denote by (ai, bi) the pair of points of X that are
identified to xi ∈ I in X and we set Fai and Fbi to be the functors associating
to each geometric covering its fibers over ai and bi respectively. Giving descent
data for Y , a geometric covering of X, with respect to the normalization is
equivalent to giving a collection of bijections {αi : Fai(Y )→ Fbi(Y )}xi∈I .
Let C be the category whose objects are given by the datum (Y, α1, . . . , αr)
with Y a geometric covering ofX and αi : Fai(Y )→ Fbi(Y ) isomorphisms of sets,
and whose morphisms from (Y, αi) to (Z, βi) are given by X-scheme morphisms
ϕ : Y → Z such that, for every i ∈ I, the following diagram commutes
Fai(Y )
αi−−−−→ Fbi(Y )
Fai (ϕ)
y yFbi (ϕ)
Fai(Z)
βi
−−−−→ Fbi(Z) .
By construction, the category C is equivalent to the category of geometric cov-
erings of X . We claim that there exists an equivalence between the category C
and the category C
Z⋆r,πproét1 (X,ξ1)
, defined as in Remark 1.12, which is compatible
with their fiber functors. If the claim is true, then it follows that
πproét1 (X, ξ) ≃ Z
⋆|I| ⋆N π
proét
1 (X, ξ1).
By definition, πproét1 (X, ξ1) = Aut(Fξ1) acts on Fξ1(Y ) for every (Y, αi) ∈ C.
Since X is connected, we can choose, for every i, a path τi from ai to bi and a
path σi from ξ1 to ai and we notice that every αi ∈ Hom(Fai(Y ), Fbi(Y )) can
be written as
αi = τi ◦ gi for some gi ∈ Aut(Fai(Y )).
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Hence, we can define the action ρi of i-th copy of Z on Fξ1(Y ) as
ρi(1) = σi ◦ gi ◦ σ
−1
i ,
which induces a functor
F˜ξ1(Y ) : C → CZ⋆r,πproét1 (X,ξ1)
.
Given an object (S, ρ1,...,r, ρξ1) ∈ CZ⋆r,πproét1 (X,ξ1), there exists a geometric
covering Y of X such that Fξ1(Y ) ≃ (S, ρξ1). Thus, we can define the following
functor:
Gξ1(S, ρi, ρξ1) = (Y, τi ◦ σ
−1
i ◦ ρi(1) ◦ σi),
which clearly is a quasi-inverse functor of F˜ξ1 .
Since, by construction, forg ◦ F˜ξ1(Y ) = Fξ1(Y ), we have proved the previous
claim.
Let us prove now the inductive step. We fix C1 an irreducible component of
X such that the geometric point ξ does not lie in C1 and such that X \ C1 is
connected. We denote by I1 the set of pairs (a1i , b
1
i ) of points of C1 identified to
a singular point x1i of C1, then by the base case we conclude that
πproét1 (C1, ξ1) ≃ Z
⋆|I1| ⋆N π
proét
1 (C1, ξ1).
We denote by XN−1 be the complement of C1 in the normalization of X ,
denoted byX, by IN−1 the set of pairs (a
N−1
i , b
N−1
i ) of points ofXN−1 identified
to a singular point xN−1i of X and we set XN−1 to be the curve obtained from
XN−1 identifying the pairs in IN−1. By construction, XN−1 is a projective
connected semi-stable curve with N − 1 irreducible components and, by the
inductive hypothesis,
πproét1 (XN−1, ξ) ≃ Z
⋆|IN−1|−N+2 ⋆N π
proét
1 (C2, ξ2) ⋆N · · · ⋆N π
proét
1 (CN , ξN ).
Finally, we denote by I1,N−1 the set of pairs (a1i , b
N−1
i ), with a
1
i a point of C1
and bN−1i a point of XN−1, that are identified in the remaining singular points
of X . We fix a pair (a10, b
N−1
0 ) ∈ I1,N−1 and we set X
′ to be the curve obtained
from gluing C1 and XN−1 along the pair (a10, b
N−1
0 ) ∈ I1,N−1.
We define C0 to be the category whose objects are triples (Y1, YN−1, α0)
with Y1 a finite étale cover of C1, YN−1 a finite étale cover of XN−1, and α0
an isomorphism of sets Fa10(Y1) → FbN−10 (YN−1), and whose morphisms from
(Y1, YN−1, α0) to (Z1, ZN−1, β0) are given by pairs (ϕ1, ϕN−1) with ϕ1 : Y1 →
Z1 a morphism of C1-schemes and ϕN−1 : YN1 → ZN−1 a morphisms XN−1-
schemes such that the following diagram commutes
Fa10(Y1)
α0−−−−→ FbN−10
(YN−1)
Fa0 (ϕ1)
y yFb0 (ϕN−1)
Fa10(Z1)
β0
−−−−→ FbN−10
(ZN−1) .
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Clearly C0 is equivalent to the category of geometric coverings ofX ′ and we claim
that the categories C0 and π
proét
1 (C1, ξ1) ⋆N π
proét
1 (XN−1, ξ)-Sets are equivalent.
The group πproét1 (C1, ξ1) = Aut(Fξ1 ) acts naturally on Fξ1(Y1). Furthermore,
the schemes C1 and XN−1 are connected, so we can choose the paths
σ1 : Fa10 → Fξ1 and σN−1 : FbN−10 → Fξ.
We call ρ the action of πproét1 (XN−1, ξ) ≃ Aut(Fξ) on Fξ(YN−1) and we define,
for every g ∈ Aut(Fξ),
τ(g) = (σN−1 ◦ α0 ◦ σ
−1
1 )
−1 ◦ ρ(g) ◦ (σN−1 ◦ α0 ◦ σ
−1
1 ).
Then τ is an action of Aut(Fξ) on Fξ1(Y1) and it induces a functor
F˜ξ1 : C0 → π
proét
1 (C1, ξ1) ⋆N π
proét
1 (XN−1, ξ)-Sets.
Given (S, ρ1, ρN−1) ∈ π
proét
1 (C1, ξ1) ⋆ π
proét
1 (XN−1, ξ)-Sets, there exists a
geometric covering Y1 of C1 such that Fξ1(Y1) ≃ (S, ρ1) and a geometric covering
YN−1 of XN−1 such that Fξ(YN−1) ≃ (S, ρN−1). Thus, we can define the functor
Gξ1(S, ρ1, ρN−1) = (Y1, YN−1, σ
−1
N−1 ◦ IdS ◦ σ1),
which is a quasi-inverse of F˜ξ1 .
Finally, we observe that a geometric covering of X corresponds to the datum
of a geometric covering Y of X ′ and the isomorphisms αi : Fa1i (Y )→ FbN−1i (Y )
for every remaining pair of points {a1i , b
N−1
i } ∈ I1,N−1. By the same argument
of the base step,
πproét1 (X, ξ) ≃ Z
⋆|I1,N−1|−1 ⋆N π
proét
1 (X
′, ξ).
Hence, we obtain that
πproét1 (X, ξ) ≃ Z
⋆|I|−N+1 ⋆N π
proét
1 (C1, ξ1) ⋆N · · · ⋆N π
proét
1 (CN , ξN ).
The statement follows because, since Cj are normal, by Proposition 1.8,
πproét1 (Cj , ξj) ≃ π
ét
1 (Cj , ξj).
For the following sections, we consider a fixed isomorphism between πproét1 (X, ξ)
and Z⋆|I|−N+1⋆Nπét1 (C1, ξ1)⋆N · · ·⋆Nπ
ét
1 (CN , ξN ), as constructed in the previous
proposition.
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2. Algebraic hulls
Definition 2.1. Given a field F and a topological group G, a continuous F -
linear representation of G is a pair (V, ρ) of a finite dimensional F -vector space
V and an F -linear action ρ : G× V → V that is continuous with respect to the
discrete topology on V . We denote by RepctsF (G) the category of continuous
F -linear representations of G.
Definition 2.2. Let F be a field and G a topological group, we define the
algebraic hull of G over F to be the affine group scheme over F associated,
by Tannakian duality ([10, Thm. 2.11]), with the pair (RepctsF (G), ωG), where
ωG(V, ρ) = V is the forgetful functor. We denote this group scheme by Gcts.
We recall the following elementary result in topology theory.
Lemma 2.3. Given F a field, G a topological group, V a finite dimensional
F -vector space and ρ : G×V → V an F -linear G-action on V , the following are
equivalent:
1. ρ : G× V → V is continuous with respect to the discrete topology on V ,
2. the group morphism ρ : G → Aut(V ) is continuous with respect to the
compact-open topology on Aut(V ). Moreover, the compact-open topology
on Aut(V ) coincides with the discrete topology on Aut(V ).
Remark 2.4. In particular, if G is a given topological group, ĜD is its pro-
discrete completion and F any field, then there exists an equivalence of cate-
gories
RepctsF (Ĝ
D)→ RepctsF (G).
Let X be a locally topologically Noetherian connected scheme and ξ a geo-
metric point ofX , by Proposition 1.7, the pro-discrete completion of πproét1 (X, ξ)
is isomorphic to πSGA31 (X, ξ), hence it follows that, for every field F ,
RepctsF (π
proét
1 (X, ξ)) ≃ Rep
cts
F (π
SGA3
1 (X, ξ)).
Note that this equivalence of categories holds even in the cases, presented for
example in [4, Example 7.4.9], where πproét1 (X, ξ) and π
SGA3
1 (X, ξ) are not iso-
morphic as topological groups.
In the next statements we will describe the algebraic hulls of finite and pro-
finite groups.
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a finite group and Gcts be its algebraic hull over a given
field F , then Gcts is isomorphic to the constant group scheme over F associated
with G.
Proof. Since G is finite, the category RepctsF (G) is equivalent to the category of
finite dimensional F -linear representations RepF (G) and hence to the category
of finitely generated F [G]-modules, where F [G] is the F -Hopf algebra generated
by the elements of G. Let FG be the dual F -Hopf algebra of F [G], then RepF (G)
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is equivalent to the category of finitely generated FG-comodules. This implies,
by [10, Ex. 2.15], that Gcts = Spec(FG) and hence it is the constant group
scheme associated with G.
Lemma 2.6. Let F be a field and π = lim
←−i
πi be a complete pro-finite group
with surjective transition maps, then πcts, the algebraic hull of π over F , is
isomorphic to F - group scheme
πF := lim←−
i
(πi)F ,
where (πi)F are the constant group schemes associated with the finite quotients
πi.
Proof. Since πi is finite, by Lemma 2.5, πctsi is the constant group scheme over
F associated with πi, which we denote by (πi)F .
The natural map pri : π → πi induces a tensor functor between the categories
of continuous representations
Fϕi : Rep
cts
F (πi)→ Rep
cts
F (π), Fϕi(V, ρ) := (V, ρ ◦ pri).
By [10, Cor. 2.9], this induces, for each i, a morphism of F -group schemes
ϕi : π
cts → (πi)F .
Hence, there exists a natural morphism of F -group schemes
ϕ : πcts → lim
←−
i
(πi)F ,
which corresponds to a functor
Fϕ : RepF (lim←−
i
(πi)F )→ RepF (π
cts) ≃ RepctsF (π).
Since the maps pri are surjective, the functor Fϕi satisfies the criterion of [10,
Prop. 2.21]. This implies that ϕi is faithfully flat and, in particular, that it is
surjective. If πcts = Spec(A) and (πi)F = Spec(Bi), then the affine morphism ϕi
corresponds to an injective morphism of F -Hopf algebras ϕi : Bi ⊂ A. Thus, the
induced map lim
−→i
Bi → A, which corresponds to the morphism ϕ, is injective as
well and, by [11, VI,Thm 11.1], is faithfully flat. Then, by [10, Prop. 2.21.(a)],
Fϕ is fully faithful and it remains to show that it is also essentially surjective.
By Lemma 2.3, given an object (V, ρ) ∈ RepctsF (π), the map ρ : π → Aut(V )
is continuous with respect to the discrete topology on Aut(V ), which implies
that ρ factors through a finite quotient πi of π. Thus, there exists a (πi)F -action
ρi on V , such that ρi ◦ϕi = ρ. Let pi : lim←−i π
cts
i → π
cts
i be the natural morphism
of F - group schemes, then
Fϕ(V, ρi ◦ pi) := (V, ρi ◦ pi ◦ ϕ) = (V, ρi ◦ ϕi) = (V, ρ).
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3. Descent of coherent sheaves with meromorphic data
The following notation will be used throughout these last three sections.
We fix k an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0, we set A to be
a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic p with residue field k, we
denote by K the fraction field of A and we set S = Spec(A). Moreover, we
fix X → S a projective semi-stable curve with connected closed fibre X0 and
smooth generic fibre XK .
Under the assumption that the closed fibre X0 is degenerate, that is that
the normalizations of its irreducible components are isomorphic to P1k, in [2]
Gieseker associated with a K-linear representation of the free group Z⋆r , with
r = pa(X0) the arithmetic genus of X0, a stratified bundle on XK . We have
proved in Theorem 1.17 that the group Z⋆r , which had only a computational
description in [1], is, in fact, isomorphic to the pro-étale fundamental group of
X0.
The degeneracy assumption was essential for Mumford because it allowed
him to construct a universal cover of X0. We can reinterpret this phenomenon
also in terms of the pro-étale fundamental group. Indeed, if X0 is degener-
ate, then the left regular πproét1 (X0, ξ)-action on the set S = π
proét
1 (X0, ξ) is
continuous with respect to the discrete topology on S. Hence, it induces an
object of the category πproét1 (X0, ξ)-Sets, which corresponds to the universal
cover Y0 of X0. On the other hand, if X0 is not degenerate, the regular action
on S = πproét1 (X0, ξ) is not continuous with respect to the discrete topology
on S. Thus, we are not able to generalize the construction of Y0 to any semi-
stable curve X0. We overcome this issue by associating with each continuous
representation of πproét1 (X0, ξ) a specific geometric covering of X0.
Definition 3.1. Let X̂ be the completion of X along X0, then we denote by
EtX̂ the category of formal schemes that are étale over X̂. We define CovX̂
to be the full subcategory EtX̂ given by the essential image of CovX0 via the
equivalence in [3, Exp. IX Prop 1.7]. We call the objects of CovX̂ geometric
coverings of X̂ .
Remark 3.2. Note that the categories CovX0 and CovX are, in general, not
equivalent. A counterexample is given by stable curves over S with smooth
generic fibre and degenerate closed fibre. If X is such a curve, then, by [12,
Prop.10.3.15],X is a normal scheme and, by Proposition 1.8, πproét1 (X) is a profi-
nite group. While, by Proposition 1.17, πproét1 (X0) ≃ Z
⋆r with r = pa(X0) ≥ 2,
so the groups πproét1 (X) and π
proét
1 (X0) are not isomorphic.
This counterexample also shows that there isn’t a specialization morphism
between the topological groups πproét1 (XK) and π
proét
1 (X0) that lifts the étale
specialization map. Indeed, any continuous morphism
sp : πproét1 (XK) ≃ π
ét
1 (XK)→ Z
⋆r
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factors through a finite quotient of πét1 (XK). Since Z
⋆r is a free group, this
implies that sp is the zero map. Under the same assumptions, the étale special-
ization map is surjective, hence these morphisms are not compatible.
Lemma 3.3. Let ξ be a geometric point of X0 and, for j = 1, . . . , N , let Cj be
the irreducible components of X0 and Cj their normalizations, then there exists
an equivalence of categories
RepctsK (π
proét
1 (X0, ξ)) ≃ Rep
cts
K (Z
⋆|I|−N+1 ⋆ πét1 (C1) ⋆ · · · ⋆ π
ét
1 (CN )).
Proof. Setting r = |I| −N + 1, we consider the fixed isomorphism,
α : πproét1 (X0, ξ) ≃ Z
⋆r ⋆N π
ét
1 (C1) ⋆N · · · ⋆N π
ét
1 (CN ),
whose existence was proved in Proposition 1.17.
By Corollary 1.14, Z⋆r ⋆N πét1 (C1) ⋆N · · · ⋆N π
ét
1 (CN ) is isomorphic to the
Ra˘ıkov completion of Z⋆r ⋆B πét1 (C1)⋆B · · ·⋆B π
ét
1 (CN ), defined as in Lemma 1.13.
To simplify the notation let πB = Z⋆r ⋆B πét1 (C1) ⋆B · · · ⋆B π
ét
1 (CN ). By [5, Thm.
3.6.10], there exists a continuous morphism σ : πB → π
proét
1 (X0, ξ), whose image
is dense. Hence σ induces a fully faithful functor
σ˜ : RepctsK (π
proét
1 (X0, ξ))→ Rep
cts
K (πB).
Let (V, ρ) be a continuous representation of πB, then, by Lemma 2.3, ρ induces
a morphism ρ : πB → Aut(V ) that is continuous with respect to the discrete
topology on Aut(V ). Since groups with discrete topology are Ra˘ıkov complete,
by [5, Prop. 3.6.12], ρ admits an extension to ρˆ : πproét1 (X0, ξ) → Aut(V ) such
that ρˆ ◦ σ = ρ. This implies that σ˜ is an equivalence of categories.
Futhermore, as in Corollary 1.14, we see that the identity map induces an
equivalence of categories
RepctsK (πB) ≃ Rep
cts
K (Z
⋆r ⋆ πét1 (C1) ⋆ · · · ⋆ π
ét
1 (CN )).
Composing this functor with σ˜, we construct the desired equivalence of cate-
gories.
For the remaining of this article, we fix an equivalence of categories, as
constructed in the above lemma.
Let us consider an element (V, ρ) ∈ RepctsK (π
proet
1 (X0, ξ)), then (V, ρ) corre-
sponds, via the equivalence of categories constructed in the proof of Lemma 3.3,
to a K-linear representation
ρ : Z⋆r ⋆ πét1 (C1) ⋆ · · · ⋆ π
ét
1 (CN )→ Aut(V ),
which, by Lemma 2.3, is continuous with respect to the discrete topology on
Aut(V ). Thus, by the universal property of the free product, (V, ρ) corresponds
to the following data:
• a continuous morphism ρdisi : Z→ Aut(V ) for i = 1, . . . , r,
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• a continuous morphism ρétj : π
ét
1 (Cj)→ Aut(V ) for j = 1, . . . , N .
By continuity, each morphism ρétj factors through a finite quotient of π
ét
1 (Cj),
which we call Gi. In particular, by the universal property of the free product,
(V, ρ) factors through a continuous K-linear representation
ρ : Z⋆r ⋆ G1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ GN → Aut(V ).
Clearly, Z⋆r ⋆G1 ⋆ · · ·⋆GN is a quotient of Z⋆r ⋆πét1 (C1)⋆ · · ·⋆π
ét
1 (CN ). Since
it is a discrete group, by [5, Prop. 3.6.12] it is also a quotient of πproét1 (X0, ξ)
and we denote the quotient map by q.
By Proposition 1.5, the set Z⋆r ⋆G1⋆ · · ·⋆GN , endowed with the action given
by q, corresponds to a connected geometric covering of X0, which we denote by
Y ρ0 .
Definition 3.4. We set Yρ to be the geometric covering of X̂ that corresponds
to the geometric covering Y ρ0 of X0 defined above.
By construction, we see that
Aut(Yρ|X̂) ≃ Aut(Y
ρ
0 |X0) ≃ (Z
⋆r ⋆ G1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ GN )
op. (3.5)
Similarly, we can endow the set G1 × · · · ×GN with a π
proét
1 (X0)-action, by
composing the map q with the quotient map
α : Z⋆r ⋆ G1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ GN → G1 × · · · ×GN .
Hence, we can associate with G1 × · · · ×GN a finite étale cover Z
ρ
0 of X0.
Definition 3.6. We set Zρ to be the finite étale covering of X̂ that corresponds
to the finite étale covering Zρ0 of X0 defined above.
We can observe that
Aut(Zρ|X̂) ≃ Aut(Z
ρ
0 |X0) ≃ (G1 × · · · ×GN )
op. (3.7)
Moreover, Yρ → X̂ factors through q : Yρ → Zρ and we have
Aut(Yρ|Zρ) ≃ Aut(Y
ρ
0 |Z
ρ
0 ) ≃ ker(α)
op. (3.8)
Note that the morphism Yρ → X̂ → X → S corresponds to A→ Γ(Yρ,OYρ).
Hence, a coherent OYρ -module is a sheaf of A-modules.
Definition 3.9. Given F a coherent sheaf on Yρ, we call meromorphic descent
data relative to Zρ on F a collection of elements
hw ∈ H
0(Yρ,HomOYρ (F , w
⋆F)⊗A K), w ∈ Aut(Yρ|Zρ)
that satisfy:
• the co-cycle condition: w⋆hw′ ◦ hw = hw′◦w for every w,w′ ∈ Aut(Yρ|Zρ);
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• the identity condition: hId = IdF⊗AK .
Definition 3.10. Given {F , hw}w∈Aut(Yρ|Zρ) and {G, kw}w∈Aut(Yρ|Zρ) two co-
herent sheaves on Yρ with meromorphic descent data relative to Zρ, a morphism
of meromorphic descent data from {F , hw} to {G, kw} is given by an element
f ∈ H0(Yρ,HomOYρ (F ,G)⊗A K)
such that for every w ∈ Aut(Yρ|Zρ)
kw ◦ f = w
⋆(f) ◦ hw.
We denote by Cohm(Yρ|Zρ) the category of coherent sheaves on Yρ with
meromorphic descent data relative to Zρ.
Definition 3.11. Let {F , hw}w∈Aut(Yρ|Zρ) be a coherent sheaf on Yρ with mero-
morphic descent data relative to Zρ, we say that {F , hw} descends to a coherent
sheaf on Zρ if there exists G ∈ Coh(Zρ) such that
{F , hw}w∈Aut(Yρ|Zρ) ≃ {q
⋆G, hqw}w∈Aut(Yρ|Zρ),
where hqw : q
⋆G → w⋆q⋆G are the natural isomorphisms.
The following proposition is a generalization of [2, Lemma 1].
Proposition 3.12. For every coherent sheaf {F , hw}w∈Aut(Yρ|Zρ) with mero-
morphic descent data relative to Zρ, there exists a coherent sheaf {F ′, kw}Aut(Yρ|Zρ)
with meromorphic descent data relative to Zρ that is isomorphic to {F , hw}w∈Aut(Yρ|Zρ)
and such that
kw ∈ H
0(X,HomOYρ (F
′, w⋆F ′)).
Proof. As in [2, Lemma 1], it suffices to show that, for any Aut(Yρ|Zρ)-invariant
open U ( Yρ, there exists a quasi-compact open V of Yρ such that
• V is not contained in U ,
• V ∩wV ⊆ U for all w ∈ Aut(Yρ|Zρ), w 6= IdYρ .
Let ξj ∈ Cj be a fixed geometric point for every j = 1, . . . , N . By Proposition 1.17
we can choose an irreducible component Yj∅ of Yρ, such Fξj (Y
j
∅) = Gj . Given a
word s ∈ Z⋆r⋆G1⋆· · ·⋆GN , we denote Yjs the irreducible component Y
j
s := s(Y
j
∅),
which corresponds via the functor Fξj to the Gj-orbit of s. By Proposition 1.17,
the set {Yjs}s,j contains the set of all irreducible components of Yρ. Since the
action of ker(α)op on Z⋆r ⋆G1 ⋆ · · ·⋆GN is defined by right concatenation, given
Yjs an irreducible component of Yρ and w ∈ ker(α)
op, w 6= IdYρ , we have
w(Gjs) = Gjsw 6= Gjs and w(Yjs ) = Y
j
sw 6= Y
j
s .
Hence, the action of ker(α)op on the set of irreducible components of Yρ is free.
Let us suppose that we are given an open Aut(Yρ|Zρ)-invariant set U ⊂ Yρ,
then for the construction of V there are two possible cases.
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First case: there exists x ∈ Yρ \ U that is a non-singular point.
Then we set Yx to be the irreducible component of Yρ containing x, Ix to be
the set of the singular points of Yx and we define V = Yx \ Ix. By construction,
V is not contained in U and we have, for all w ∈ ker(α)op, w 6= IdYρ ,
V ∩ wV = ∅ ⊂ U.
Second case: Yρ \ U ⊂ I, where I is the set of singular points of Yρ.
Let x ∈ Yρ \U , then x belongs to exactly two irreducible components of Yρ,
say Yis and Y
l
t . Let Ix be the set of singular points of Y
i
s ∪ Y
l
t different from x,
then we set V = (Yis ∪ Y
l
t) \ Ix. Clearly, V is not contained in U . Moreover, if
w ∈ ker(α)op is a non-trivial word, then
V ∩ wV = ((Yis ∩ Y
l
tw) ∪ (Y
l
t ∩ Y
i
sw)) \ {sing. pts}.
Thus, there are three possibilities:
• Y ltw 6= Y
i
s and Y
i
sw 6= Y
l
t , that implies V ∩ wV = ∅ ⊂ U ,
• Y ltw = Y
i
s and Y
i
sw 6= Y
l
t , that implies V ∩wV = Y
i
s\{sing. pts of Y
i
s} ⊂ U ,
• Y ltw 6= Y
i
s and Y
i
sw = Y
l
t , that implies V ∩wV = Y
l
t \{sing. pts of Y
l
t} ⊂ U .
Note that the case where Y ltw = Y
i
s and Y
i
sw = Y
l
t does not occur because it
would imply that w2 = IdYρ , which is not possible because ker(α)
op is torsion
free.
Remark 3.13. The action of (Z⋆r ⋆ G1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ GN )op on the set of irreducible
components of Yρ is not free. Indeed, if ∅ is the empty word and Y
j
∅ is the
irreducible component of Yρ that corresponds to Gj ⊂ Fξ(Yρ), then for every
gj ∈ GJ ,
gj(Y
j
∅) = Y
j
gj = Y
j
∅ .
The following theorem generalizes [2, Lemma 2].
Theorem 3.14. Any coherent sheaf {F , hw}w∈Aut(Yρ|Zρ) on Yρ with meromor-
phic descent data relative to Zρ descends to a coherent sheaf on Zρ.
Proof. As in [2, Lemma 2], it suffices to prove that there exists a quasi-compact
open subscheme T of Yρ such that its Aut(Yρ|Zρ)-translates cover Yρ.
We fix a non-trivial word w ∈ ker(α)op. Note that the irreducible compo-
nents of the form Yjs′ with α(s
′) = α(s), defined as in the previous theorem’s
proof, are ker(α)op-translates of Yjws. Indeed, the word t = s
−1w−1s′ satifies
t(Yjws) = Y
j
wst = Y
j
s′ .
Given an element g = (g1, . . . , gN ) ∈ G1 × · · · ×GN , we denote by σ(g) the
word g1 · · · gN ∈ Z⋆r ⋆ G1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ GN with letters gi ∈ Gi and we define the map
σ : G1 × · · · ×GN → Z
⋆r ⋆ G1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ GN , σ(g1, . . . , gN) = g1 · · · gN .
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We denote by 1i the word whose only letter is the element 1 ∈ Z belonging to
the i-th copy of Z. Then we set
TG =
N⋃
j=1
⋃
g∈G1×···×GN
(
Yjwσ(g) ∪
r⋃
i=1
Yj1iwσ(g)
)
.
and we define IG to be set of points of TG that are intersection points with
irreducible components of Yρ not contained in TG. For every x ∈ IG, let Vx be
a quasi-compact open neighborhood of x, then we set
T = TG \ IG ∪
⋃
x∈IG
Vx.
Since IG is a finite set, T is by construction a quasi-compact open of Yρ.
Thus, it suffices to prove that its ker(α)op-translates cover Yρ.
Given s ∈ Z⋆r ⋆ G1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ GN , we set gs := α(s). Since α(s) = α(wσ(gs)),
there exists t ∈ ker(α)op such that
t(Yjwσ(gs)) = Y
j
s .
This implies that
Yρ =
⋃
t∈ker(α)op
t(T ).
Theorem 3.15. Given (V, ρ) ∈ RepctsK (π
proét
1 (X0, ξ)), let Zρ be the finite étale
covering of X corresponding to Zρ and Z
ρ
K its generic fibre, then the category
Cohm(Yρ|Zρ) of coherent sheaves on Yρ with meromorphic descent relative to
Zρ is equivalent to the category Coh(Z
ρ
K) of coherent sheaves on Z
ρ
K .
Proof. By Theorem 3.14 and [2, Prop. 1], Cohm(Yρ|Zρ) is equivalent to the
category CohK(Zρ), whose objects are coherent sheaves on Zρ and whose mor-
phisms defined by
HomCohK(Zρ)(F ,G) := HomOZρ (F ,G) ⊗A K.
Moreover, by Grothendieck’s existence theorem [13, Cor.5.1.6], the category
CohK(Zρ) is equivalent to the category Coh
K(Zρ), whose objects are coherent
sheaves on Zρ and whose maps are given by
HomCohK(Zρ)(F ,G) := HomOZρ (F ,G)⊗A K.
Denoting j : ZρK → Zρ the open immersion, it suffices to show that the
functor
j⋆ : CohK(Zρ)→ Coh(Z
ρ
K)
is an equivalence of categories. By flat base change [12, 5.2.27], for every coher-
ent sheaf F on Zρ and for any p ≥ 0,
Hp(Zρ,F)⊗A K ∼= H
p(ZρK , j
⋆F).
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Applying this to the sheaf HomOZρ (F ,G), for every F and G coherent sheaves,
we get that j⋆ is a fully faithful functor. Moreover, since Zρ is proper over S,
by [14, Thm. 9.4.8] the functor j⋆ is essentially surjective.
Remark 3.16. Let CohK(X̂) be the category, whose objects are coherent
sheaves on X̂ and whose morphisms defined by
Hom
CohK(X̂)(F ,G) := HomOX̂ (F ,G)⊗A K.
From the same reasoning of the previous result’s proof, it follows that the cate-
gory CohK(X̂) is equivalent to the category of coherent sheaf on XK .
We prove now that meromorphic data for a coherent sheaf F on Yρ descend
to a coherent sheaf on XK .
Definition 3.17. Extending Definition 3.9, we define meromorphic descent
data for a coherent sheaf F on Yρ, to be a collection of elements
hw ∈ H
0(Yρ,HomOYρ (F , w
⋆F)⊗A K), w ∈ Aut(Yρ|X̂)
that satisfy:
• the co-cycle condition: w⋆hw′ ◦ hw = hw′◦w for every w,w′ ∈ Aut(Yρ|X̂);
• the identity condition: hId = IdF⊗AK .
The definition of morphisms between coherent sheaves on Yρ with meromor-
phic descent data is analogous to Definition 3.10.
We denote by Cohm(Yρ|X̂) the category of coherent sheaves on Yρ with
meromorphic descent data.
Remark 3.18. Let F be a coherent sheaf on Yρ, then the meromorphic de-
scent data (F , hw)w∈Aut(Yρ|X̂) induces in particular meromorphic descent data
(F , hw)w∈Aut(Yρ|Zρ) relative to Zρ.
By Theorem 3.15, this implies that (F , hw)w∈Aut(Yρ|Zρ) descends to a coher-
ent sheaf on Zρ.
Lemma 3.19. Let (F , hw)w∈Aut(Yρ|X̂) be a coherent sheaf with meromorphic
descent data, which by Theorem 3.15 descends to a coherent sheaf FZ on Z
ρ
K ,
then for every g ∈ Z⋆r⋆G1⋆· · ·⋆GN the coherent sheaf (g⋆F , g⋆hg◦w◦g−1)w∈Aut(Yρ|Zρ)
descends to α(g)⋆FZ on Zρ.
Proof. Let qZ : Yρ → Zρ be the constructed geometric covering. Since the
sheaf (F , hw)w∈Aut(Yρ|Zρ) descends to a coherent sheaf FZ on Zρ, there exists
an isomorphism ψ such that, for every w′ ∈ ker(α)op, the following diagram
commutes
q⋆ZFZ ⊗A K
ψ
−−−−→ F ⊗A K
id
y yhw′
w′
⋆
q⋆ZFZ ⊗A K = q
⋆
ZFZ ⊗A K
w′⋆ψ
−−−−→ w′⋆F ⊗A K .
(3.20)
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Moreover, for every g ∈ Z⋆r ⋆ G1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ GN , α(g) ◦ qZ = qZ ◦ g and thus
g⋆q⋆ZFZ = q
⋆
Zα(g)
⋆FZ ⊗A K.
Finally, if we take w′ = g ◦ w ◦ g−1 and we apply g⋆ to (3.20), we see that
the following diagram commutes
q⋆Zα(g)
⋆FZ ⊗A K
g⋆ψ
−−−−→ g⋆F ⊗A K
id
y yg⋆hg◦w◦g−1
w⋆q⋆Zα(g)
⋆FZ ⊗A K
w⋆g⋆ψ
−−−−→ w⋆g⋆F ⊗A K .
Therefore, we can conclude that (g⋆F , g⋆hg◦w◦g−1)w∈Aut(Yρ|Zρ) descends to the
coherent sheaf α(g)⋆FZ .
Theorem 3.21. Let qX : Yρ → X̂ be the constructed geometric covering, then
the pullback q⋆X induces an equivalence of categories between the category
CohK(X̂), defined as in Remark 3.16, and the category Cohm(Yρ|X̂) of coherent
sheaves on Yρ with meromorphic descent data.
In particular, the category Cohm(Yρ|X̂) is equivalent to the category Coh(XK)
of coherent sheaves on XK .
Proof. Clearly, the pullback of a coherent sheaf on X̂ along qX : Yρ → X̂ can
be endowed with natural meromorphic descent data. This construction induces
the desired functor
q⋆X : Coh
K(X̂)→ Cohm(Yρ|X̂).
Let Cohm(Zρ|X̂) be the category of coherent sheaves F on Zρ with mero-
morphic descent data {hg}g∈Aut(Zρ|X̂). By construction, the functor q
⋆
X factors
as follows
Cohm(Zρ|X̂)
CohK(X̂) Cohm(Yρ|X̂),
q⋆Zq
⋆
Z|X
q⋆X
where qZ|X : Zρ → X̂ and qZ : Yρ → Zρ are the geometric coverings we defined.
We recall that, as explained in Remark 3.16, the category CohK(X̂) is nat-
urally equivalent to the category of coherent sheaves on XK . Furthermore, the
argument in the proof of Theorem 3.15 implies that the category Cohm(Zρ|X̂)
is equivalent to the category Coh(ZρK |XK) of coherent sheaves on Z
ρ
K with de-
scent data relative to the finite étale morphism p : ZρK → XK and the following
diagram commutes
CohK(X̂) −−−−→ Coh(XK)
q⋆Z|X
y yp⋆
Cohm(Zρ|X̂) −−−−→ Coh(Z
ρ
K |XK) .
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Since finite étale morphism are of effective descent, the functor p⋆ is an equiva-
lence of categories, hence, so is q⋆Z|X . To prove the theorem, it suffices to show
that the functor q⋆Z is an equivalence of categories. We prove first that q
⋆
Z is
essentially surjective.
Let (F , hw)w∈Aut(Yρ|X̂) be a coherent sheaf with meromorphic descent data,
then, by Theorem 3.15, (F , hw)w∈Aut(Yρ|Zρ) descends to a coherent sheaf FZ
on Zρ. It remains to construct meromorphic descent data for the sheaf FZ
relative to the map qZ|X : Zρ → X̂. By Lemma 3.19, the coherent sheaf with
meromorphic descent data (g⋆F , g⋆hg◦w◦g−1)w∈Aut(Yρ|Zρ) descends to the sheaf
α(g)⋆FZ on Zρ, for every g ∈ Z⋆r ⋆ G1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ GN . Hence, by Theorem 3.15, we
need to construct
hα(g) ∈ Hom(FZ ⊗A K,α(g)
⋆FZ ⊗A K) = Hom({F , hw}, {g⋆F , g⋆hg◦w◦g−1}).
By the co-cycle condition of meromorphic descent data, the following diagram
commutes
F ⊗A K
hg
−−−−→ g⋆F ⊗A K
hw
y yg⋆hg◦w◦g−1
F ⊗A K −−−−→
w⋆hg
g⋆F ⊗A K .
Hence, hg induces an isomorphism from FZ to α(g)⋆FZ , which only depends
on α(g). Since {hw}w∈Aut(Yρ|X̂) satisfy the co-cycle condition, so do the isomor-
phisms {hα(g)}. Therefore, the collection {hα(g)} gives natural descent data on
FZ relative to qZ|X : Zρ → X̂ .
By construction, there exists an isomorphism ψ : q⋆ZFZ ⊗A K → F ⊗A K.
Moreover, by construction of FZ and hα(w), the following diagram commutes:
q⋆ZFZ ⊗A K
ψ
−−−−→ F ⊗A K
q⋆Zhα(w)
y yhw
q⋆ZFZ ⊗A K −−−−→
w⋆ψ
w⋆F ⊗A K .
.
Hence, ψ is an isomorphism of coherent sheaves with meromorphic data and the
functor q⋆Z is essentially surjective.
It remains to prove that the functor q⋆Z is fully faithful. Let (FZ , hg)g∈Aut(Zρ|X̂)
and (GZ , kg)g∈Aut(Zρ|X̂) be coherent sheaves on Zρ with meromorphic descent
data and let (F , hw)w∈Aut(Yρ|X̂) and (G, kw)w∈Aut(Yρ|X̂) be their pullback on Yρ.
Given two morphisms f1, f2 : (FZ , hg) → (GZ , kg), if q⋆Zf1 = q
⋆
Zf2 as mor-
phisms of sheaves with meromorphic descent data, then they coincide in partic-
ular as morphisms of sheaves with meromorphic descent data relative to Zρ. By
Theorem 3.15, this implies that f1 = f2.
Let f be a morphism between (F , hw)w∈Aut(Yρ|X̂) and (G, kw)w∈Aut(Yρ|X̂),
then by Theorem 3.15 there exists a morphism of sheaves f : (FZ , hg)→ (GZ , kg)
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such that q⋆Zf = f . For every g ∈ Aut(Zρ|X̂), there exists s ∈ Aut(Yρ|X̂) such
that α(s) = g. The morphisms kg ◦f and g⋆f ◦hg correspond via Theorem 3.15
to ks ◦ f and s⋆f ◦ hs, which coincide for every chosen s. Hence, it is clear that
f is a morphism of meromorphic descent data.
4. Specialization functor
In this section we construct the specialization functor between the category
RepctsK (π
proét
1 (X0, ξ)) and the category Strat(XK) of stratified bundles. We start
recalling the definition and properties of the latter.
Definition 4.1. Let T be a smooth scheme of finite type over a field F of
positive characteristic, F iT/F the relative Frobenius and T
(i) its i-th Frobenius
twist, then an F-divided sheaf on T is given by a sequence (Ei, σi)i≥0, where Ei
are bundles on T (i) and σi : F iT/F
⋆
Ei+1 → Ei are OT (i) -linear isomorphisms.
Definition 4.2. Given (Ei, σi) and (Gi, τi) F-divided sheaves on a scheme T
as above, a morphism of stratified bundles from (Ei, σi) to (Gi, τi) is defined
as a sequence of OT (i) -linear maps α = {αi : Ei → Gi} such that the following
diagram is commutative
F iT/F
⋆
Ei+1
F iT/F
⋆
αi+1
−−−−−−−→ F iT/F
⋆
Gi+1
σi
y yτi
Ei
αi−−−−→ Gi .
Definition 4.3. Let T be a smooth scheme of finite type over a field F andDT/F
the quasi coherent OT -module of differential operators defined in [8, Section
16], then a stratified bundle on T is a locally free OT -module of finite rank
endowed with a OT -linear DT/F -action extending the OT -module structure via
the inclusion OT ⊂ DT/F . A morphism of stratified bundles is a morphism of
DT/F -modules.
Theorem 4.4 (Katz’s theorem, [15], Thm. 1.3). Let T be a smooth scheme
of finite type over a perfect field F of characteristic p > 0, then the category of
stratified bundles on T and the category of F-divided sheaves on T are equiva-
lent.
If the base field is perfect, we will identify these two categories and we use
the term stratified bundles for both definitions. Moreover, we will denote by
Strat(T ) the category of stratified bundles on T .
Proposition 4.5 ([16], Section. VI.1.2). Let T be a smooth scheme of finite
type over a perfect field F , then the category Strat(T ) of stratified bundles on T
is a rigid abelian tensor category. Moreover, if T has a rational point x ∈ T (F ),
the functor
ωx : Strat(T )→ VecF , ωx(Ei, σi) = x
∗E0
is a fibre functor and the pair (Strat(T ), ωx) is a neutral Tannakian category.
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Let us apply these notions to the given connected projective semi-stable
curve X with smooth generic fiber XK , using the notation of the previous
section.
Definition 4.6. LetK be a fixed algebraic closure ofK, XK = XK×KSpec(K)
the base change and x ∈ XK(K) a closed point, we denote by π
strat(XK , x) the
affine group scheme associated with (Strat(XK), ωx) via Tannakian duality.
Proposition 4.7 ([17], Prop.2.15). Let πét1 (XK , x) = lim←−i πi be the étale fun-
damental group of XK , then there exists a morphism of K-group schemes
πstrat(XK , x)→ lim←−
i
(πi)K =: π
ét
1 (XK , x)K .
We will now introduce the notion of stratified bundles with meromorphic
descend data and generalize the results of the previous section to the category
they form.
Definition 4.8. Given Y a geometric covering of X̂ , a coherent sheaf F on Y is
called meromorphic bundle if there exists a locally free sheaf E on Y such that
F ⊗A K ∼= E ⊗A K.
Remark 4.9. Note that, if X is a projective semi-stable curve over S with
geometrically connected smooth generic fibre and connected closed fibre, then
so are its Frobenius twists X(i). Indeed, by [12, Prop. 10.3.15.(a)], X(i) is a
projective semi-stable curve over S(i). Moreover, the generic fibre of X(i) is
(X(i))K ∼= (XK)(i), which is clearly smooth and geometrically connected, and
the closed fibre of X(i) is (X(i))0 ∼= (X0)(i).
Definition 4.10. Given (V, ρ) ∈ RepctsK (π
proét
1 (X0, ξ)), let Y
(i)
ρ and Z
(i)
ρ be
the i-th Frobenius twists of Yρ and Zρ and F iY/S : Y
(i+1)
ρ → Y
(i)
ρ the relative
Frobenius over S. A stratified bundle with meromorphic descent data on Yρ is
given by the following data:
• {Ei, hiw}w∈Aut(Yρ|X̂), meromorphic bundles on Y
(i)
ρ with meromorphic de-
scent data
hiw : Ei ⊗A K → w
⋆Ei ⊗A K,
• σi, isomorphisms of meromorphic descent data
σi : {F
i
Y/S
⋆
Ei+1, F
i
Y/S
⋆
hi+1w }w∈Aut(Yρ|X̂) → {Ei, h
i
w}w∈Aut(Yρ|Zρ),
for each i ≥ 0.
In order to simplify the notation, we will often not specify the isomorphisms
σi and we will denote a stratified bundle with meromorphic descent data by
E = {Ei, hiw}.
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Definition 4.11. A morphism of stratified bundles with meromorphic descent
data from {Ei, hiw, σi} to {Gi, k
i
w, τi} is given by a sequence {αi} of morphisms of
sheaves with meromorphic descent data on Y(i)ρ such that the following diagram
is commutative
F iY/S
⋆
{Ei+1, hi+1w }
F iY/S
⋆
αi+1
−−−−−−−→ F iY/S
⋆
{Gi+1, ki+1w }
σi
y yτi
{Ei, hiw, σi}
αi−−−−→ {Gi, kiw, τi} .
We denote by Stratm(Yρ) the category of stratified bundle with meromorphic
descent data on Yρ.
Lemma 4.12. A representation (V, ρ) ∈ RepctsK (π
proét
1 (X0, ξ)) induces a strati-
fied bundle with meromorphic descent data on Yρ.
Proof. Given a representation (V, ρ) ∈ RepctsK (π
proét
1 (X0, ξ)) with V a K-vector
space of rank n, we set
γ : Aut(Yρ|X̂)→ Z⋆r ⋆ G1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ GN
to be the composition of the isomorphism in Equation 3.5 and the inversion.
We set then ρ˜ := ρ ◦ γ and we fix a base V ≃ Kn. We define the sheaf
{On
Y
(i)
ρ
, hρ,iw }w∈Aut(Yρ|X̂) with meromorphic descent data, where h
ρ,i
w are given
by
O
Y
(i)
ρ
⊗A Kn ≃ OY(i)ρ ⊗A V
hρ,iw−−−−→ O
Y
(i)
ρ
⊗A V ≃ OY(i)ρ ⊗A K
n
f ⊗ v −−−−→ f ⊗ ρ˜(w)(v) .
By construction, it is clear that
F iY/S
⋆
{On
Y
(i+1)
ρ
, hρ,i+1w } = {O
n
Y
(i)
ρ
, hρ,iw }.
Hence, the sequence {On
Y
(i)
ρ
, hρ,iw } is a stratified bundle with meromorphic de-
scent data on Yρ.
Definition 4.13. A meromorphic stratified bundle on X̂ is a sequence {Gi, σi}
of meromorphic bundles Gi on X̂(i) and isomorphisms
σi : F
i
X̂
⋆
Gi+1 ⊗A K → Gi ⊗A K.
A morphism of meromorphic stratified bundles from {Gi, σi} to {G′i, τi} is given
by a sequence {ϕi} of morphisms
ϕi : Gi ⊗A K → G
′
i ⊗A K
that are compatible with σi and τi. We denote by Strat
K(X̂) the category of
meromorphic stratified bundle on X̂ .
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Proposition 4.14. Given (V, ρ) ∈ RepctsK (π
proét
1 (X0)), let qX : Yρ → X̂ be the
constructed geometric covering, then the pullback q⋆X induces an equivalence
of categories between the category StratK(X̂) of meromorphic stratified bun-
dles and the category Stratm(Yρ) of stratified bundles on Yρ with meromorphic
descent data.
In particular, the category Stratm(Yρ) is equivalent to the category of F-
divided sheaves on XK , which will be denoted by Fdiv(XK).
Proof. We first prove that q⋆X is essentially surjective.
Given {Ei, hiw, σi} ∈ Strat
m(Yρ), by Theorem 3.21, for every i, the sheaf
{Ei, h
i
w}w∈Aut(Yρ|X̂) with meromorphic descent data descends to a coherent sheaf
Gi on X̂ By fpqc descent, Gi are meromorphic bundles. Let FX̂ , FY be the
relative Frobenii on X̂ and Yρ respectively and qiX : Y
i → X̂(i), then we have
that
HomO
X̂(i)
(F i
X̂
⋆
Gi+1⊗AK,Gi⊗AK) ≃ HomO
Y
(i)
ρ
(qiX
⋆
(F i
X̂
⋆
Gi+1)⊗AK, q
i
X
⋆
Gi⊗AK).
Since F i
X̂
◦ qiX = q
i+1
X ◦ F
i
Y , and q
i
X
⋆
Gi ≃ {Ei, hiw}, we get
HomO
X̂(i)
(F i
X̂
⋆
Gi+1 ⊗A K,Gi ⊗A K) ≃ Hom(F
i
Y
⋆
{Ei+1, h
i+1
w }, {Ei, h
i
w}).
Hence, σi induces O
(i)
X̂
-linear isomorphism ϕi : F ⋆X̂Gi+1⊗AK → Gi⊗AK. More-
over, by construction of ϕi, the isomorphism q⋆XGi ⊗A K ≃ Ei ⊗A K makes the
following diagram commute, for every i,
Fi
⋆q⋆XGi+1 −−−−→ Fi
⋆Ei+1
q⋆Xϕii
y yσi
q⋆XGi −−−−→ Ei .
This implies that {q⋆XGi, q
⋆
Xσi} and {Ei, h
i
w} are isomorphic stratified bundles
with meromorphic descent data.
Since qX is flat, clearly q⋆X is a faithful functor. Let {Ei, σi} and {Gi, τi} be
two meromorphic stratified bundles on X̂ and αi : qiX
⋆
Ei ⊗A K → qiX
⋆
Gi ⊗A K
a morphism of stratified bundles with meromorphic descent data. Then, by
Theorem 3.21, there exists a corresponding morphism βi : Ei ⊗A K → Gi ⊗A K,
for every i. In order to prove that q⋆X is full, it suffices to show that the following
diagram commutes
F i
X̂
⋆
Ei+1 ⊗A K
F i
X̂
⋆
βi+1
−−−−−−→ F i
X̂
⋆
Gi+1 ⊗A K
σii
y yτi
Ei ⊗A K
βi
−−−−→ Gi ⊗A K .
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Since F i
X̂
◦ qiX = q
i+1
X ◦F
i
Y , it is clear that q
i
X
⋆
F i
X̂
⋆
βi+1 corresponds to F iY
⋆
αi+1
via
Hom(qiX
⋆
F i
X̂
⋆
Ei+1 ⊗A K, q
i
X
⋆
Gi ⊗A K) ≃ HomO
X̂(i)
(F i
X̂
⋆
Ei+1 ⊗A K,Gi ⊗A K).
By hypothesis αi is a a morphism of stratified bundles with meromorphic descent
data and the following diagram commutes
q⋆XF
i
X̂
⋆
Ei+1 ⊗A K
F iY
⋆
αi+1
−−−−−−→ q⋆XF
i
X̂
⋆
Gi+1 ⊗A K
q⋆Xσii
y yq⋆Xτi
q⋆XEi ⊗A K
αi−−−−→ q⋆XGi ⊗A K .
Thus, {βi} is a morphism of meromorphic stratified bundles.
Similarly, we can conclude, in analogy with Theorem 3.15, that the cate-
gories StratK(X̂) and Fdiv(XK) are equivalent.
Proposition 4.15. The descent of stratified bundles with meromorphic descent
data associated to continuous representations of πproét1 (X0, ξ) induces a tensor
functor
spK : Rep
cts
K (π
proét
1 (X0, ξ))→ Fdiv(XK).
Proof. By Proposition 4.14, given (V, ρ) ∈ RepctsK (π
proét
1 (X0)), the stratified
bundle with meromorphic descent data {On
Y
(i)
ρ
, hρ,iw } induced by ρ on Yρ de-
scends to a F-divided sheaf {F iρ} on XK . Thus, we can define
spK(V, ρ) := {F
i
ρ} ∈ Fdiv(XK).
Let ϕ : (V, ρ)→ (W, τ) be a morphism of representations and assume that ρ
factors through the group Z⋆r ⋆ G1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ GN and τ factors through the group
Z⋆r ⋆H1 ⋆ · · · ⋆HN , then we denote by Yρ and Yτ the geometric coverings of X̂
associated with ρ and τ , as in Definition 3.4. Moreover we set Gρ,τi to be the
image of the map πét1 (Ci)→ Gi×Hi and we associate with the π
proét
1 (X0, ξ))-set
Z⋆r ⋆ Gρ,τ1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ G
ρ,τ
N a geometric covering of X̂, which we call Yρ,τ .
We set
ρ′ : Z⋆r ⋆ Gρ,τ1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ G
ρ,τ
N → Aut(V )
to be the unique group morphism such that ρ′(w) = ρ(w) for every w ∈ Z⋆r,
and ρ′(gi, hi) = ρ(gi) for every (gi, hi) ∈ G
ρ,τ
i and every i = 1, . . . , N . Similarly,
we define τ ′. By construction, there exist maps
pρ : Yρ,τ → Yρ and pτ : Yρ,τ → Yτ .
and we have that
p⋆ρ{O
n
Yρ , h
ρ
w} = {O
n
Yρ,τ , h
ρ′
w } and p
⋆
τ{O
m
Yτ , h
τ
w} = {O
m
Yρ,τ , h
τ ′
w }.
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By Theorem 3.21, for every i, we set Fi(ϕ) to be the map corresponding to
the morphism of meromorphic descent data
αϕ : {O
n
Y
(i)
ρ,τ
, hρ
′,i
w }w∈Aut(Yρ,τ |X̂) → {O
m
Y
(i)
ρ,τ
, hτ
′,i
w }w∈Aut(Yρ,τ |X̂)
defined as follows:
O
Y
(i)
ρ
⊗A V
αϕ
−−−−→ O
Y
(i)
ρ
⊗A W
f ⊗ v −−−−→ f ⊗ ϕ(v) .
By construction, it is clear that the collection {Fi(ϕ)} induces a morphism of
F-divided sheaves from {F iρ} to {F
i
τ}. It remains to show that the functor we
constructed is a tensor functor.
Given (V, ρ), (W, τ) two continuous representations, let Yρ,τ be the geometric
covering defined above. Then we define the representation
ρ′ ⊗ τ ′ : Z⋆r ⋆ Gρ,τ1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ G
ρ,τ
N → Aut(V ⊗W )
and we associate with it the stratified bundle on Yρ,τ with meromorphic descent
data {On
Y
(i)
ρ,τ
, hρ
′⊗τ ′,i
w }. The tensor product of stratified bundles with meromor-
phic descent data is defined as follows
{On
Y
(i)
ρ,τ
, hρ
′,i
w } ⊗ {O
m
Y
(i)
ρ,τ
, hτ
′,i
w } := {O
nm
Y
(i)
ρ,τ
, hρ
′,i
w ⊗ h
τ ′,i
w },
hence it is clear that
{On
Y
(i)
ρ,τ
, hρ
′
w } ⊗ {O
m
Y
(i)
ρ,τ
, hτ
′
w } ≃ {O
nm
Y
(i)
ρ⊗τ
, hρ
′⊗τ ′
w }.
By construction, {On
Y
(i)
ρ⊗τ
, hρ
′
w } descends to spK(ρ), {O
m
Y
(i)
ρ,τ
, hτ
′
w } descends to
spK(τ) and {O
nm
Y
(i)
ρ⊗τ
, hρ
′⊗τ ′
w } descends to spK(ρ⊗ τ). Thus, it follows that
spK(ρ)⊗ spK(τ) ≃ spK(ρ⊗ τ).
All the properties of tensor functor can be easily checked in a similar way.
Theorem 4.16. For every finite extension L of K, the functor spK can be
extended to a tensor functor
spL : Rep
cts
L (π
proét
1 (X0, ξ))→ Fdiv(XL),
where XL = XK ×K Spec(L). Moreover, fixing x ∈ XK(K), it induces, up to
canonical natural transformation, a morphism of group schemes
sp : πstrat(XK , x)→ (π
proét
1 (X0, ξ))
cts.
Proof. Let (V, ρ) ∈ RepK(π
proét
1 (X0)), then ρ factors through the group Z
⋆r ⋆
G1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ GN , which is finitely generated. Hence, there exists a finite field
extension K ⊂ L and (VL, ρL) ∈ RepL(π
proét
1 (X0)) such that
(VL, ρL)⊗L K = (V, ρ).
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We set AL to be the integral closure of A in L, SL = Spec(AL) and we set
XSL = X ×S SL. By definition, AL is a complete discrete valuation ring, whose
residue field is k and whose fraction field is L. By base change, XSL is a
projective semi-stable curve with geometrically connected smooth generic fibre
XL and connected closed fibre X0.
We can apply Proposition 4.15 to XSL and we can define a tensor functor
spL that associates to (VL, ρL) a F-divided sheaf on XL. Let bsL : XK → XL
be the base change, then by Theorem 4.4 we get a tensor functor sp defined by
sp(V, ρ) := bs∗L(spL(VL, ρL)) ∈ Strat(XK),
where Strat(XK) is the Tannakian category of stratified bundles over XK .
We fix x ∈ XK(K) and we set ωx to be the associated fibre functor of
Strat(XK) and ωπ the fiber functor of Rep
cts
K
(πproét1 (X0, ξ)) given by the for-
getful functor. Since X is proper and flat over S, there exists a specialization
ξ ∈ X0 of the K-point x ∈ X . Given Fρ = sp(Kn, ρ). Hence,
x⋆Fρ = (Fρ,ξ ⊗OX,ξ K ⊗A K)x.
Since the morphism qX : Y → X̂ → X is flat, there exists a local trivialization
Fρ,ξ⊗AK ≃ O
n
X,ξ⊗AK, which, by tensoring with O
n
Y,y overOX,ξ for y ∈ Y such
that qX(y) = ξ, corresponds to the isomorphism (q⋆XFρ ⊗A K)y ≃ OY,y ⊗K
n
defining Fρ. Thus, we have
x⋆Fρ ≃ (O
n
X,ξ ⊗A K ⊗OX,ξ K)x ≃ K
n
.
It remains to show that this isomorphism is functorial.
Given a morphism ϕ : (V, ρ) → (W, τ) of K-linear representations, we set
Fρ = sp(V, ρ) and Gτ = sp(W, τ). To prove the functioriality of the above
isomorphism it suffices to show that the following diagram commutes
Fρ,ξ ⊗A K −−−−→ Gτ,ξ ⊗A Ky y
OnX,ξ ⊗A K −−−−→ O
m
X,ξ ⊗A K.
By descent, it suffices to show that the following diagram commutes
q⋆XFρ ⊗A K −−−−→ q
⋆
XGτ ⊗A Ky y
OnY,y ⊗A K −−−−→ O
m
Y,y ⊗A K
on a small neighborhood of y, which is true by construction of Fρ and Gτ .
We conclude that there exists a natural isomorphism γ
γ : ωx ◦ sp ≃ ωπ.
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Let ω′π : = γ(ωπ), by [10, Cor. 2.9], the functor sp corresponds to a morphism
of group schemes
sp : πstrat(XK)→ π(Rep
cts
K (π
proét
1 (X0)), ω
′
π).
Moreover, ω′π and ωπ are naturally isomorphic, so we have that
π(RepctsK (π
proét
1 (X0)), ω
′
π) ≃ (π
proét
1 (X0))
cts
and, composing with this isomorphism, we get a morphism of group schemes
sp : πstrat(XK)→ (π
proét
1 (X0))
cts.
5. Compatibility with the étale specialization map
Given x ∈ XK(K), we denote by spSGA1 the specialization map constructed
by Groethendieck in [3]
spSGA1 : π
ét
1 (XK , x)→ π
ét
1 (X0, ξ).
This specialization morphism induces a functor
spSGA1 : Rep
cts
K
(πét1 (X0, ξ))→ Rep
cts
K
(πét1 (XK , x)).
Furthermore, by Proposition 1.7, the pro-finite completion induces a fully faith-
ful functor
c : Repcts
K
(πét1 (X0, ξ))→ Rep
cts
K
(πproét1 (X0, ξ)).
Let (Kn, ρ) ∈ Repcts
K
(πét1 (XK , x)), by continuity and Lemma 2.3, ρ factors
through a finite quotient πρ of πét1 (XK , x). In particular, there exists a finite
Galois cover WK of XK such that
Aut(WK |XK) = π
op
ρ .
We can define descend data {hρg}g∈πρ for the sheaf O
n
WK
on WK as follows
OnWK
hρg
−−−−→ OnWK
(fi) −−−−→ ρ(g)(fi) .
Since WK → XK is a morphism of effective descent for coherent sheaves,
{OnWK , h
ρ
g} descends to a coherent sheaf E on XK that, by construction, is
locally free. As in the proof of Proposition 4.15, if we repeat the argument for
the Frobenius twists of XK we can define a functor
F : Repcts
K
(πét1 (XK , x))→ Strat(XK).
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Combining these functors with the specialization functor, we get the follow-
ing diagram:
Repcts
K
(πét1 (X0, ξ))
spSGA1−−−−−→ Repcts
K
(πét1 (XK , ǫ))yc yF
Repcts
K
(πproét1 (X0, ξ))
sp
−−−−→ Strat(XK) .
(5.1)
Lemma 5.2. The diagram (5.1) is commutative up to a natural transformation.
Proof. Let (V, ρ) ∈ Repcts
K
(πét1 (X0, ξ)), then by continuity and Lemma 2.3, the
morphism ρ factors through a finite quotient Gρ of πét1 (X0, ξ). Moreover, there
exists a finite field extension L of K and (VL, ρL) ∈ Rep
cts
L (π
ét
1 (X0, ξ)) such that
(V, ρ) = (VL, ρL)⊗K K.
For simplicity we call ρ also the representation with coefficients in L.
Hence, we have the following commutative diagram
πproét1 (X0, ξ) π
ét
1 (X0, ξ)
Gρ Aut(VL) .
c
ρp
ρ¯
Moreover, the morphism p factors through the quotient Z⋆r ⋆ H1 ⋆ · · · ⋆HN ,
where, if j is the natural morphism j : πét1 (Cj)→ π
proét
1 (X0, ξ) and pj = p ◦ j,
Hj = π
ét
1 (Cj)/p
−1
j (Id).
We recall that to define sp(K, ρ ◦ c), we have set
Gj = π
ét
1 (Cj)/(ρ ◦ c ◦ j)
−1(Id).
Since ρ ◦ c ◦ j = ρ¯ ◦ p ◦ j and ρ¯ is injective, we have that Hj = Gj . Thus, there
exists a πproét1 (X0, ξ)-equivariant morphism
q : Z⋆r ⋆ H1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ HN → Gρ
that, together with the quotient map πproét1 (X0, ξ) → Z
⋆r ⋆ H1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ HN com-
pletes the above commutative diagram.
Let XSL be defined as Theorem 4.16 and let X̂SL be the completion of XSL
alongX0, then the set Z⋆r ⋆G1⋆· · ·⋆GN corresponds to Yρ, while Gρ correspond
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to a geometric coverings of X̂SL that we call W . Moreover, q corresponds to a
X̂SL-morphism
W
Yρ X̂SL .
pWq
pY
By construction, spL(VL, ρ ◦ c) corresponds to a sequence {F
i
ρ} of meromor-
phic bundles on X̂SL such that
p⋆Yρ{F
i
ρ} ≃ {O
n
Y
(i)
ρ
, hρ¯◦q,iw }w∈(Z⋆r⋆G1⋆···⋆GN )op .
If W is the finite étale covering of XSL corresponding to W and WK is its
geometric generic fibre, sinceW is normal, by [18, Lemma 4.11], we deduce that
Aut(WK |XK) ≃ G
op
ρ .
By definition of the functor F and Theorem 3.15, F (spSGA1(VL, ρ)) corresponds
to a sequence of meromorphic bundles {Gρi } on X̂SL such that
p⋆WG
ρ
i ≃ {O
n
W(i) , h
ρ¯,i
g }g∈Gopρ .
It is easy to see that {On
Y
(i)
ρ
, hρ¯◦q,iw } descends to {O
n
W(i)
, hρ¯,ig } on W . Indeed,
we have Aut(Yρ|W) = ker(q)op and
{On
Y
(i)
ρ
, hρ¯◦q,iw }w∈ker(q)op = {O
n
Y
(i)
ρ
, Id}w∈ker(q)op ,
which implies that {On
Y
(i)
ρ
, hρ,iw }w∈ker(q)op descends to the trivial stratified bundle
{On
W(i)
}. Moreover, for every w ∈ (Z⋆r ⋆ G1 ⋆ · · · ⋆ GN )op such that q(w) = g,
hq◦ρ¯,iw corresponds to h
ρ¯,i
g via the identification
Hom({On
Y
(i)
ρ
, Id}, {On
Y
(i)
ρ
, Id}) ≃ Hom({OnW(i)}, {O
n
W(i)}).
Hence, by construction of the functors F and sp, we find that
sp(c(VL, ρ)) = F (spSGA1(VL, ρ)).
Proposition 5.3. The diagram (5.1) induces, up to conjugation by a rational
point, the following commutative diagram of group schemes
πstrat(XK , x)
F
−−−−→ πét1 (XK , ǫ)Kysp yspSGA1
πproét1 (X0, ξ)
cts c−−−−→ πét1 (X0, ξ)K ,
(5.4)
where πét1 (XK , ǫ)K and π
ét
1 (X0, ξ)K are defined as in Lemma 2.6.
30
Proof. Since the construction of the functor F is analogous to the construction of
the specialization functor, following the same reasoning of Theorem 4.16, we can
conclude that F induces a morphism between the corresponding group schemes.
Then the commutativity of the above diagram of group schemes follows from
the previous proposition.
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